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Abstract The human heart is enclosed in the pericar-

dial cavity. The pericardium consists of a layered thin

sac and is separated from the myocardium by a thin

film of fluid. It provides a fixture in space and friction-

less sliding of the myocardium. The influence of the

pericardium is essential for predictive mechanical simu-

lations of the heart. However, there is no consensus on

physiologically correct and computationally tractable

pericardial boundary conditions. Here we propose to

model the pericardial influence as a parallel spring and

dashpot acting in normal direction to the epicardium.

Using a four-chamber geometry, we compare a model

with pericardial boundary conditions to a model with

fixated apex. The influence of pericardial stiffness is

demonstrated in a parametric study. Comparing simu-

lation results to measurements from cine magnetic reso-
nance imaging reveals that adding pericardial boundary

conditions yields a better approximation with respect

to atrioventricular plane displacement, atrial filling, and

overall spatial approximation error. We demonstrate

that this simple model of pericardial-myocardial inter-
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action can correctly predict the pumping mechanisms of

the heart as previously assessed in clinical studies. Uti-

lizing a pericardial model can not only provide much

more realistic cardiac mechanics simulations but also

allows new insights into pericardial-myocardial interac-

tion which cannot be assessed in clinical measurements

yet.

Keywords Cardiac mechanical modeling · Peri-

cardium · Boundary conditions · Finite element

simulation

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Cardiac mechanics simulations consist of solving a non-

linear elastodynamic boundary value problem [2]. Phys-

iological boundary conditions are essential to achieve

predictive results for any clinical purposes. The bound-

ary conditions on the structure field of the myocardium

are mainly governed by two physiological aspects: Blood

flow within the chambers near the inside surface of the

myocardium (endocardium) and the pericardial sac on

the outside surface (epicardium), see figure 1a. There

are many applications for simulating heart blood flow

[3]. However, for many relevant questions the exact fluid

dynamics of blood within the heart or a resolved fluid-

solid interaction simulation are often not needed for

simulating the myocardium. Instead, a realistic pressure-

flow relationship stemming from the circulatory system

is sufficient, which is commonly represented by lumped-

parameter fluid models that provide the correct normal

pressure to the endocardial wall [4].

However, there is no consensus on boundary condi-

tions to represent the effects of the pericardial sac. The
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(a) Dissected mediastinum with cut
pericardium and heart surface. Image
by G. M. Gruber, Medical University
of Vienna, Austria.
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(b) Location of the heart with re-
spect to serous and fibrous peri-
cardium. Inspired by [1].
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(c) Cross-sectional view of transmural layers
of heart and pericardium. Inspired by [1].

Fig. 1: Heart and pericardium.

goal of this work is twofold: (a) to provide a detailed

literature review of pericardial biomechanics, hence jus-

tifying its modeling using a computationally inexpen-

sive viscoelastic model, and (b) to highlight the rele-

vance of such boundary conditions through a detailed

quantitative analysis using a subject-specific cine MRI

data set. We employ a four-chamber geometry includ-

ing parts of the great vessels, as it provides us with ad-

ditional options to asses the physiological correctness

of our boundary condition, e.g. through the interplay

between ventricles and atria during ventricular systole.

Note, however, that the pericardial boundary condition

is independent of the geometry and is meant to be ap-

plied to any kind of cardiac mechanics simulation that
includes the epicardial surface.

This work is structured as follows. Following a re-

view of the anatomy and physiology of the pericardium

in section 1.2, we review pericadial boundary condi-

tions currently used in cardiac mechanics simulations.

We propose a model to represent the influence of the

pericardium by parallel springs and dashpots acting in

normal direction to the epicardium in section 2. Fur-

thermore, we summarize a three-dimensional elastody-

namical continuum model for the myocardium which is

monolithically coupled to a zero-dimensional reduced-

order windkessel model for the circulatory system. We

demonstrate the influence of the pericardial boundary

condition in section 3 through a detailed quantitative

comparison of simulation results to cine MRI. For that

we evaluate ventricular volume, atrioventricular-plane-

displacement, atrioventricular interaction, and introduce

a quantitative error measurement by calculating a dis-

tance error at endo- and epicardial surfaces between

simulation results and cine MRI. We close this work

with a discussion of the results, the limitations of our

study, future perspectives, and some conclusions in sec-

tion 4.

1.2 The pericardium

In the following, we review the anatomy of the peri-

cardium and its physiology, where we focus on the me-

chanical interaction between the pericardium and the

heart. Based on this review, we evaluate variants of

pericardial boundary conditions and propose a model

for pericardial-myocardial interaction.

1.2.1 Anatomy

As shown in figure 1a, the pericardium is a sac-like

structure with a combined thickness of 1-2 mm that

contains the heart and parts of the great vessels [5].

Figures 1b and 1c show a cross-sectional view of the

myocardium and the layers of the pericardium. A com-

mon analogy for the location of the heart within the

pericardium is that of a fist pushed into an inflated

balloon [6].

The fibrous pericardium consists of a fibrous layer

that forms a flask-like sac with a wavy collagenous struc-

ture of three interwoven main layers that are oriented

120◦ to each other [7]. It has a higher tensile stiff-

ness than the myocardium and is dominated by the

viscoelastic behavior of extracellular collagen matrix

and elastin fibers [8]. The fibrous pericardium is fixed

in space by a ”three point cardiac seat belt” via the

pericardial ligaments to the sternum. Furthermore, it
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is thoroughly attached to the central tendon of the

thoracic diaphragm and additionally supported by the

coats of the great vessels [9]. The various tissues, the

fibrous pericardium is in contact with, can be seen in

figure 2.

The fibrous pericardium contains a serous mem-

brane, the serous pericardium, forming a closed sac.

The serous pericardium is connected to the myocardium

(visceral pericardium) and the fibrous pericardium (pari-

etal pericardium). The composite of fibrous and parietal

pericardium is commonly referred to as pericardium,

whereas the visceral pericardium in contact with the

myocardium is referred to as epicardium [9]. The space

between the visceral and parietal pericardium is the

pericardial cavity, which is filled by a thin film of fluid

with an average volume of 20-25 ml [5]. Beneath the

visceral pericardium the heart is covered by a layer

of adipose tissue, accumulated especially in the inter-

ventricular and atrioventricular grooves and around the

coronary vessels, constituting about 20% of the heart

weight [10].

1.2.2 Mechanical physiology

The pericardium serves multiple purposes [11] that can

be grouped in: (a) membranous, it serves as a barrier

against the spread of infection [7] and (b) mechanical,

it secures cardiac stability via its attachments within

the thorax [12], as will be explained in the following.

The mechanical properties of the pericardium itself can

be found in [13].

There is clear empirical evidence that the pericardium

has a direct mechanical impact on the acute and chronic
biomechanics of the heart. For example, in [14] it was

discovered that the correlation of left and right ventric-

ular pressure is higher with intact pericardium than af-

ter its complete removal. Maximal cardiac output dur-

ing exercise can be increased acutely by the complete

removal of the pericardium (pericardiectomy) through

utilizing the Frank-Starling mechanism [15]. However,

removing the pericardial restraint chronically promotes

eccentric hypertrophy, i.e. an increase in dimension and

mass of the heart and a change in shape from elliptical

to spherical. The pericardium thus acts as a diastolic

constraint for the heart by exercising a radial compres-

sion stress. This was confirmed in [16] where it was ob-

served that the opening angle of the myocardium with

intact visceral pericardium is much higher than after

its removal. The visceral pericardium is thus important

for residual stress and passive stiffness.

It is widely accepted that the mechanism of the

myocardium-pericardium interaction is through the peri-

cardial fluid. In [17] it was found that while increas-

ing the volume of fluid within the pericardial cavity,

the pericardial liquid pressure remains constant until it

suddenly rises sharply. This led to the conclusion that

most of the fluid is contained in pericardial sinuses and

groves. This mostly empty space forms the so-called

pericardial reserve volume, acting as a buffer against

increasing pericardial liquid pressure. Only a small por-

tion of the pericardial fluid remains as a thin film on

the interface between parietal and visceral pericardium.

In [18], a dye was injected into the pericardial cavity

near the apex. Fifteen minutes after injection the dye

was almost exclusively found in the interventricular and

atrioventricular grooves. This suggests that there is no

significant fluid movement on the large surface areas of

the ventricular free walls, leaving just a very thin film of

fluid with an estimated thickness of less than 0.5 mm.

The mechanical constraint of the pericardium on

diastolic cardiac function can be quantified by pericar-

dial pressure. Here it is important to distinguish be-

tween liquid pressure and contact pressure [19,20]. Liq-

uid pressure describes the hydrostatic pressure inside

the pericardial fluid and is measured by an open-ended

catheter. However, liquid pressure does not describe

the constraining effect of the pericardium on the my-

ocardium. The constraint is assessed by contact pres-

sure, which can be measured by a thin, flat, air-filled

balloon catheter. In [19] it was found that liquid pres-

sure is substantially below contact pressure unless the

pericardium contains a significant amount of pericar-

dial fluid, which happens e.g. due to pericardial effu-

sion. Furthermore, contact stress and thus ventricular

restraint was maintained even though pericardial fluid

was completely removed and liquid pressure at the epi-

cardial surface was zero. Pericardial fluid therefore acts

as lubrication rather than a load balancing mechanism,

providing low-friction sliding between pericardium and

epicardium [21].

There is less information available on the influence

of the pericardium during systole. A pericardial restrain-

ing effect during systole would require a tension force

to be transmitted by the myocardial-pericardial inter-

face. The restraining effect of the pericardium during

systole can be well observed in fish, where the pari-

etal pericardium is almost rigid [5]. It was observed in

[22] that pericardial liquid pressure in smooth dogfish

is always negative and decreases further during cardiac

contraction. In man, [23] found that pericardial liquid

pressure also drops during ventricular systole but re-

mains positive throughout the cardiac cycle. However,

to the best of the authors’ knowledge there is no study

on the change of contact pressure during systole. It can

be observed from mammal cine MRI that surround-

ing tissue moves toward the heart during systole, indi-
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(a) Coronal plane (b) Transverse plane (c) Sagittal plane

Fig. 2: Position of the pericardium indicated in 3D MRI taken during diastasis. The neighboring tissue is color-

coded: lungs (red), diaphragm (orange), sternum and ribs (light blue), aorta (dark blue), esophagus (purple), other

(yellow). MRI courtesy of R. Chabiniok, J. Harmer, E. Sammut, King’s College London, UK.

cating attachment of pericardium and epicardium. We

hypothesize that during systole, through the effect of

adhesion, the pericardium remains in contact with the

epicardium. This is analogous to the simple experiment

of “gluing” two glass plates together with a drop of

water. The glass plates can hardly be separated in nor-

mal direction but can be easily moved relatively to each

other in tangential direction.

1.2.3 Current pericardial boundary conditions

For biventricular geometries, the constraining effect of

the pericardium in diastole is accounted for in [24,25,

26], where a no penetration condition is enforced on

the epicardium by a unidirectional penalty contact with

a rigid pericardial reference surface. However, this ne-

glects any constraining in systole by not allowing the

pericardial interface to transmit any tension forces. Re-

cently, it was proposed in [27] to completely prohibit

movement normal to the epicardial surface, neglecting

any elastic effects. The bi-directional elastic constrain-

ing effect of the pericardium is accounted for in spring-

type boundary conditions, where a spring-dashpot bound-

ary condition is enforced either on the base [2] or on

apex and valve annuli [28] with homogeneous Neumann

conditions applied to the rest of the epicardium. These

boundary conditions are analogous to the external tis-

sue support of the aorta in [29,30]. However, they do

not cover the whole epicardial surface thus representing

pericardial-myocardial interaction only partially.

Fewer references exist for four chamber geometries.

A common combination of boundary conditions for four

chamber geometries are homogeneous Dirichlet condi-

tions on vessel cut-offs and a soft material connected

to the apex [25,31], or springs on the outside of great

vessels [32]. In those cases, however, homogeneous Neu-

mann conditions are applied on the remaining epicar-

dial surface, neglecting any influence of the pericardium

as in the biventricular case. In [33] ”omni-directional”

springs acting in all directions are applied to the epi-

cardium, artificially constraining any sliding movement

along the pericardial-epicardial interface. To the au-

thors’ best knowledge, the most detailed and physiolog-

ically correct representation of the pericardium so far

was implemented in [34]. The pericardial-myocardial in-

teraction was here modeled by a frictionless sliding, bi-

directional penalty contact interaction in normal direc-

tion between the epicardium and a solid pericardial ref-

erence body. However, this condition is computationally

very expensive as it requires solving an adhesial contact

interaction problem. It also requires an additional solid

body to be created, representing the surrounding tissue.

Furthermore, no boundary conditions could be enforced

at the great vessels since they were not included in the

geometry. Thus, a fixation of the apex was necessary.

All models based on four chamber geometries reviewed

here lack a quantitative validation through comparison

of simulation results to measurements, e.g. medical im-

ages like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

2 Models

In this work, we use a patient-specific four-chamber

geometry from high-resolution static 3D MRI, includ-

ing ventricles, atria, adipose tissue, and great vessels.

Our cardiac model is formulated in a large displace-

ment, constitutive nonlinear framework with nonlinear

boundary conditions. It features high-resolution quadratic

tetrahedral finite elements for structural dynamics with

implicit time integration. Blood pressure is incorpo-

rated through monolithic coupling of the left and right

ventricle to windkessel models which include each the

atrioventricular and semilunar valves. The reference con-
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myocardium

k c

neighboring tissue
attachment

pericardial constraint
+

neighboring tissue

Fig. 3: Serous pericardium, fibrous pericardium, and

neighbouring tissue modeled by a spring (stiffness k)

and a dashpot (viscosity c) in parallel. Spring and dash-

pot act in normal direction of the epicardial surface.

figuration is prestressed in all four cardiac chambers.

The passive myocardial material features a state of the

art orthotropic exponential material law proposed in

[35]. Myofiber contraction in atria and ventricles is mod-

eled with an active stress approach. Passive and active

material behavior is based on local fiber orientations.

We follow the classic approach of nonlinear large de-

formation continuum mechanics to model the elastody-

namic problem of 3D cardiac contraction. We define the

reference configuration X and current configuration x

which are connected by the displacements u = x−X.

We calculate the deformation gradient F , the Green-

Lagrange strain tensor E, and the right Cauchy-Green

tensor C

F =
∂x

∂X
, E =

1

2
(C − I), C = FTF . (1)

2.1 Modeling the pericardium

Our aim in this work is to propose and justify a pericar-

dial boundary condition that is both realistic and com-

putationally inexpensive. The pericardial model we pro-

pose is based on [36] and is sketched in figure 3. Using

our code it was also already applied to a two-chamber

geometry in [37]. It consists of a spring and a dashpot in

parallel acting in normal direction to the epicardial sur-

face. Within the tangential plane we allow frictionless

sliding to account for the lubricating effect of the peri-

cardial fluid. A spring stiffness k and dashpot viscosity c

contain the combined effects of serous pericardium, fi-

brous pericardium, and neighboring tissue. Generaliz-

ing the effect on the ventricles, spring compression mod-

els the pericadium’s constraining effect during passive

ventricular filling, whereas spring expansion models the

pericadium’s support during ventricular systole.

Note that only in the limit case of k → ∞, we

would obtain a boundary condition that penalizes and

therefore prohibits any movement in normal direction

to the epicardium, as it was recently proposed in [27].

However, our pericardial boundary condition is meant

to be used with finite values for k and v, more real-

istically representing the visco-elastic support of the

pericardium and its surrounding tissue and permitting

movement normal to the epicardial surface. Further-

more, our parametric study in section 3.2 shows that

small values of k lead to physiological results.

In the following, we will derive a simple mathemat-

ical formulation for the pericardial boundary condition

depicted in figure 3. This derivation will be carried

out in two steps, where different assumptions are in-

troduced in each step. Only the spring component will

be considered during the derivation. However, all con-

clusions hold equivalently for the dashpot component.

Our goal is to preserve the features of the detailed

pericardial boundary condition in [34] but arrive at a

much simpler and cheaper formulation. As reviewed in

section 1.2.3, pericardial-myocardial interaction is mod-

eled in [34] by adhesial contact between the epicardium

and an elastic reference body that is fixed in space and

representing the surrounding tissue, see figure 4a.

In the first step, we replace the elastic body rep-

resenting the surrounding tissue in [34] with springs

acting in normal direction to the epicardium. Here, we

assume that the elasticity of the surrounding tissue is

linear with respect to the small movements of the epi-

cardium in its normal direction. Note that we enforce

the boundary conditions on the epicardial side of the

myocardial-pericardial interface, as this does not re-

quire a representation of the actual pericardial surface.

We therefore do not model the pericardium itself but

the forces acting on the myocardium because of its pres-

ence. The elastic potential of a linear spring distributed

on the epicardial surface Γ epi in current configuration

surface is

W =
1

2

∫
Γ epi

kg2 da (2)

with spring stiffness k, gap g, and surface integral in

current configuration da. The calculation of the gap is

illustrated in figure 4b. We project a point x ∈ Γ epi on

the current epicardial surface onto the point Xproj ∈
Γ epi

0 on the reference epicardial surface. The distance

between both points projected in the direction of the

current outward normal vector n yields the gap func-

tion

g = (x−Xproj) · n. (3)

Though reducing algorithmic and computational de-

mands compared to contact interaction, this boundary

condition still requires updates of the normal vector

and its linearization with respect to the displacements

as well as a projection of each evaluation point onto

Γ epi
0 in each Newton iteration at each time step.

In a second step, we introduce two further simpli-

fications. Instead of calculating the spring deformation
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(a) Adhesial contact interaction from
[34] between myocardium and fixed
surrounding tissue (blue).

n

Xproj

Γ epi
0

Γ epi

u

X

x

(b) Current normal spring from (3).

x

N

Γ epi
0

Γ epi

u

X

(c) Reference normal spring from (4).

Fig. 4: Different formulations of interaction between myocardium (red) and pericardium.

from a projection, we directly use the spatial displace-

ments u. Furthermore, we use the epicardial normal

vector in reference configuration (i.e. N instead of n),

neglecting any change in normal direction throughout

the simulation. The formulation of the gap in (3) is then

simplified to

g = u ·N (4)

The simplifications leading to (4) are valid for small

rotations of the epicardium, an assumption that is not

valid for all parts of the epicardium. However, the per-

formance of both formulations (3) and (4) is reviewed

in appendix A.

We then arrive at the final expression for the peri-

cardial boundary traction tepi acting on the epicardial

surface

tepi = N (kpu ·N + cpu̇ ·N) . (5)

For the sake of simplicity, we use here constant bound-

ary condition parameters kp and cp on the whole epi-

cardial surface. As it will be shown in the numerical ex-

amples, this simple approach already leads do greatly

improved results. But of course, a regional distribution

based on neighboring organs as visualized in figure 2 is

also possible.

2.2 Geometrical model

To illustrate the effects of our pericardial model, we

employ a four chamber geometry obtained in vivo from

a 33 year old healthy female volunteer. The imaging

data was acquired at King’s College London, UK us-

ing a Philips Achieva 1.5T magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) scanner with a dual-phase whole-heart 3D b-

SSFP sequence [38], acquisition matrix 212×209×200,

acquired voxel size 2×2×2 mm, repetition time 4.5 ms,

echo time 2.2 ms, echo train length 26 and flip angle

90◦. The diastolic rest period (diastasis) was used to

generate the computational mesh. The geometry was

meshed using Gmsh [39] with a resolution of 2 mm,

yielding 282 288 nodes and 167 232 quadratic tetrahe-

dral elements, totalling a 846 864 structural degrees of

freedom. Additionally, our geometry contains triangu-

lar surface elements with no additional degrees of free-

dom to track the movement of the planes of cardiac

valves, allowing us to monitor the volumes of all four

cardiac cavities. All four cardiac cavities are closed with

surface elements with no additional degrees of freedom

at the valve planes depicted in red in figure 5c at the left

and right atrioventricular plane, respectively. The atria

are additionally closed at their respective connections

to the vasculature. We can thus monitor the volumes

of all four cardiac cavities and track the movement of

cardiac valve planes. The meshed geometry is shown in

figure 5a. The different materials are depicted in fig-

ure 5c.

Additionally, we prescribe the local angles of car-

diac myofibers at epi- and endocardium of the ventri-

cles. Using harmonic lifting, the fiber vectors f0 are

interpolated to the interior of the domain by solving
a Laplace problem [40]. We interpolate the fiber ori-

entation smoothly at each integration point. It is well

known that the fiber orientation has a strong impact

on passive and active cardiac mechanics [41,42,43,44,

45,46]. In order to make a more clear statement about

the pericardial boundary conditions independently of

the fiber orientation and to show the interplay between

boundary conditions and fiber orientations, we compare

in this work three different fiber distributions: ±50◦,

±60◦, and ±70◦. The first and second angle describe

the fiber helix angle at the endo- and epicardial surface,

respectively, with respect to the local circumferential

axis. The transverse angle is zero throughout the my-

ocardium. The sheet normal vector n0 is perpendicular

to the epi- and endocardial surfaces. The sheet vector

s0 is then obtained from s0 = n0 × f0. The atrial fiber

architecture is obtained using a semi-automatic regis-

tration method based on the fiber definition in atlas

atria [47,48]. See figure 5b for atrial fibers and ventric-

ular ±60◦ fibers visualized at the endocardium.
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(a) Computational mesh. (b) Atrial fibers and ventricular ±60◦

fibers at endocardium. Color shows helix
angle with respect to long axis.

(c) Materials.

Fig. 5: Four chamber patient-specific cardiac geometry.

2.3 Modeling cardiac contraction

Balance of momentum, a Neumann windkessel coupling

condition with left ventricular pressure pv acting on

the left endocardium Γ endo
0 , omni-directional spring-

dashpot boundary conditions, and pericardial bound-

ary conditions yield the energy δΠ of the boundary

value problem

δΠ =

∫
Ω0

ρ0 ü · δu dV +

∫
Ω0

S : δE dV

+
∑

ν∈{l,r}

∫
Γ endo,ν
0

pνv F
−T ·N · δu dA

+

∫
Γ vess

[kvu + cvu̇] · δu dA

(6)

with density ρ0, accelerations ü, the second Piola-Kirch-

hoff stress tensor S, and spring stiffnesses kv, ka and

viscosities cv, ca for vessel and apical surfaces Γ vess and

Γ apex, respectively. Furthermore, we have virtual dis-

placements δu and virtual strains δE. Omni-directional

springs and dashpots are placed on the outsides of the

great vessels Γ vess and apical surface Γ apex. The en-

ergy δΠ is complemented in section 3 by the energy of

different boundary conditions.

We define different materials with the volumes de-

fined as in figure 5 for adipose tissue (7), ventricular

and atrial myocardium (8), and aorta and pulmonary

artery (9):

S =
∂

∂E
(ψNH + ψvol) +

∂

∂Ė
ψvisco, (7)

S =
∂

∂E
(ψexp + ψvol)+

∂

∂Ė
ψvisco + Sact, (8)

S =
∂

∂E
(ψMR + ψvol) +

∂

∂Ė
ψvisco. (9)

Each material is composed of a hyperelastic and a vis-

cous contribution depending on the rate of Green-Lagrange

strains Ė. The viscous behavior of myocardial tissue

is modeled with a viscous pseudo-potential. Only the

ventricular tissue in (8) has an additional active stress

component Sact. The strain energy density functions for

exponential orthotropic solid ψexp [35], Mooney-Rivlin

solid [2,25] ψMR, Neo-Hookean solid ψNH, penalty func-

tion ψvol, and viscous pseudo-potential [49] ψvisco are

given as

ψexp=
a

2b

(
eb(Ī1−3) − 1

)
+
afs
2bfs

(
ebfsI

2
8,fs − 1

)
+
∑

i∈{f,s}

ai
2bi

(
ebi(I4,i−3) − 1

)
,

ψMR = C1(Ī1 − 3) + C2(Ī2 − 3), ψNH =
µ

2
(Ī1 − 3),

ψvol=
κ

2
(1− J)

2
, ψvisco =

η

2
tr
(
Ė

2
)
,

(10)

with the Jacobian J = detF of the deformation gra-

dient and material parameters ai, bi, µ,C1, and C2,
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(a) Prescribed indicator functions f(t) for atria (blue) and
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(b) Active stress τ(t) for atria (blue) and ventricles (red)
with maximum values σa and σv, respectively.

Fig. 6: Active stress.

penalty parameter κ, viscosity η, and invariants

Ī1 = J−2/3I1, Ī2 = J−4/3I2,

I1 = tr C, I2 =
1

2

[
tr2 (C)− tr

(
C2
)]
,

I4,f= f0 ·Cf0, I4,s = s0 ·Cs0, I8,fs = f0 ·Cs0.

(11)

We use the same active stress approach for both

atrial and ventricular myocardium, though with differ-

ent parameters. However, for simplicity of notation, we

do not distinguish between atria or ventricles in the

following equations. The active stress is computed as

Sact = τ(t) · f0 ⊗ f0 (12)

with fiber stress τ in local reference fiber direction f0.

Based on [50], we model fiber stress by the evolution

equation

τ̇(t) = −|a(t)|τ(t) + σ0|a(t)|+ (13)

with activation function a, contractility σ0, and the

function |a(t)|+ = max(a(t); 0). The activation func-

tion a(t) is modeled by

a(t) = αmax · f(t) + αmin · [1− f(t)] (14)

with maximum and minimum activation rates αmax

and αmin, respectively, and functions

f(t) = S+(t− tsys) · S−(t− tdias), (15)

S±(∆t) =
1

2

[
1± tanh

(
∆t

γ

)]
(16)

with steepness γ = 0.005 s and descending and ascend-

ing sigmoid functions S+ and S−, respectively. The in-

dicator function f ∈ ]0, 1[ indicates systole. The times

tsys and tdias model the onset of systole and diastole, re-

spectively. Note that the active stress tensor Sact is the

only input of our solid model we prescribe over time.

Our structural model can be coupled to a model of elec-

tric signal propagation as shown in [51]. However, as

the focus in this work is on pericardial boundary con-

ditions, a coupled electro-mechanical model would only

introduce unnecessary complexity and variability. Us-

ing the parameters in table 1a, we obtain the active

stress curve depicted in figure 6b. The values σa and

σv denote the maximum of the active stress τ for atria

and ventricles, respectively.

Using the finite element method, we discretize dis-

placements u and virtual displacements δu arising in

the weak form (6) by

u(e) = ϕ(e)(X) d(e)

δu(e) = ϕ(e)(X) δd(e)
(17)

with quadratic basis functions ϕ and nodal displace-

ments d on each tetrahedral element (e). Assembly of

the discretized problem leads to the matrix notation

Md̈ + F(d, ḋ, pv) = 0, (18)

with mass matrix M, force vector F, and discrete dis-

placements, velocities, and accelerations d, ḋ, and d̈,

respectively. We discretize the boundary value problem

in time with Newmark’s method [52]

ḋn+1 =
γ

β∆t
(dn+1 − dn)− γ − β

β
ḋn −

γ − 2β

2β
∆td̈n,

d̈n+1 =
1

β∆t2
(dn+1 − dn)− 1

β∆t
ḋn −

1− 2β

2β
d̈n,

(19)

with parameters γ ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, 0.5], and time

step size ∆t = tn+1 − tn. Additionally, we apply the

generalized-α method [53], yielding quantities at a gen-

eralized time step n+ 1− αi

(•)n+1−αi = (1− αi)(•)n+1 + αi(•)n,
αi ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ {f,m}

(20)

depending on the weights αf and αm for force vector

and mass matrix respectively. Newmark’s method in
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(b) Prescribed left (blue) and right (red) atrial pressure
pat(t).

Fig. 7: Windkessel model.

combination with the generalized α-scheme is a com-

mon technique for implicit one-step time integration for

finite elements in nonlinear solid dynamics. Finally, we

obtain the time and space discrete structural residual

RS = Md̈n+1−αm + Fn+1−αf . (21)

All parameters used for the elastodynamical model are

summarized in table 1a.

2.4 Modeling the circulatory system

We use the same windkessel model for each ventricle

with different parameters. For simplicity of notation,

we drop in this section the index of the ventricle ν in

all windkessel parameters and variables. Note that this

cardiovascular model does not represent a closed-loop

system since the total blood volume is not conserved,

i.e. blood exiting the right ventricle into the lungs does

not enter the left atrium. However, using a windkessel

model for each ventricle provides us with a reasonable

approximation of ventricular pressures.

In this work we use a four element windkessel model

based on the ideas in [54] and [4]. A comprehensive

review of different windkessel models is given in [55].

The schematic of our windkessel model is given in fig-

ure 7a using resistances R, compliances C, and an in-

ertance Lp. Pressures at different parts of the model

are denoted by p. We distinguish between a proximal

(index p) and a distal part (index d) of the outlets, i.e.

lung and aorta for the right and left ventricle, respec-

tively. The atrial pressure pat is prescribed to simulate

atrial systole, see figure 7b. The reference pressure pref

is kept constant.

We model the atrioventricular and semilunar valves

with a smooth diode-like behavior by non-linear resis-

tances Rav := R(pv − pat) and Rsl := R(pp − pv), re-

spectively, depending on the sigmoid function

R(∆p) = Rmin + (Rmax −Rmin) · S+(∆p) (22)

with the steepness kp of the sigmoid function S+ and

the minimal and maximal valve resistance Rmin → 0

and Rmax → ∞, respectively. This yields the set of

differential equations

pv − pat
Rav

+
pv − pp
Rsl

+ V̇ (u) = 0,

qp −
pv − pp
Rsl

+ Cpṗp = 0,

qp +
pd − pp
Rp

+
Lp
Rp

q̇p = 0,

pd − pref

Rd
− qp + Cdṗd = 0.

(23)

The 0D windkessel model is strongly coupled to the 3D

structural model. The 0D model depends on the struc-

tural displacements u of the 3D model via the change

in ventricular volume V̇ . On the other hand, the 3D

model depends on left and right ventricular pressure

from the 0D model. The coupling between both mod-

els is described in section 2.6. The vector of primary

variables yields p = [pv, pp, pd, qp]
T, including the flux

qp through the inertance Lp. We discretize the set of

windkessel equations (23) in time with the one-step-θ

scheme

˙(•)n+1 =
(•)n+1 − (•)n

∆t
, θ ∈ [0, 1],

(•)n+θ = θ(•)n+1 + (1− θ)(•)n.
(24)

This yields the discrete windkessel residual R0D eval-

uated at time step n + θ. The parameters and initial

conditions of the cardiovascular model are summarized

in table 1b and table 1c respectively. Windkessel pa-

rameters are motivated by values from literature and

adapted for this heart to yield physiological pressures

as well as approximately a periodic state of the wind-

kessel systems.

2.5 Prestress

For our reference configuration we use a patient-specific

geometry segmented from static 3D MRI at diastolic

rest period (diastasis), see section 2.2. Diastasis is very
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Name Par. Value Unit

All tissues

Tissue density ρ0 103
[

kg
m3

]
Viscosity η 0.1 [kPa · s]

Volumetric penalty κ 103 [kPa]

Active myocardial tissue

Atrial contractility σa 9.72 kPa

Ventricular contractility σv see table 2b

Activation rate αmax +5
[
1
s

]
Deactivation rate αmin −30

[
1
s

]
Atrial systole tsys 70 [ms]

Atrial diastole tdias 140 [ms]

Ventricular systole tsys see table 2b

Ventricular diastole tdias 484 [ms]

Passive myocardial tissue ([35] table 1, shear, figure 7)

Matrix a 0.059 [kPa]

b 8.023 [−]

Fiber af 18.472 [kPa]

bf 16.026 [−]

Sheet as 2.481 [kPa]

bs 11.120 [−]

Fiber-sheet afs 0.216 [kPa]

bfs 11.436 [−]

Great vessels

Mooney-Rivlin C1 5.0 [kPa]

Mooney-Rivlin C2 0.04 [kPa]

Spring stiffness kv 2.0 · 103
[
kPa
mm

]
Dashpot viscosity cv 1.0 · 10−2

[
kPa·s
mm

]
Adipose tissue

Neo-Hooke µ 1.0 [kPa]

Pericardial boundary condition

see table 2a

(a) Parameters of the elastodynamical model.

Name Par. Value Unit

Proximal inertance Lp 1.3 · 105
[

kg
m4

]
Proximal capacity Cp 7.7 · 10−9

[
m4·s2
kg

]
Distal capacity Cd 8.7 · 10−9

[
m4·s2
kg

]
Proximal resistance Rp 7.3 · 106

[
kg

m4·s

]
Distal resistance Rd 1.0 · 108

[
kg

m4·s

]
Reference pressure pref 0 [Pa]

Closed valve resistance Rmax 1.0 · 1013
[

kg
m4·s

]
Open valve resistance Rmin 1.0 · 106

[
kg

m4·s

]
Valve steepness kp 1.0 · 10−3 [Pa]

(b) Parameters of the reduced order cardiovascular
model (identical for left and right ventricle).

Name Par. Value Unit
Left Right

Atrial pressure pat(0) 6.0 4.0 [mmHg]

Ventricular pressure pv(0) 8.0 6.0 [mmHg]

Proximal pressure pp(0) 61.8 24.0 [mmHg]

Distal pressure pd(0) 59.7 23.2 [mmHg]

Proximal flow qp(0) 38.3 14.9
[
cm3

s

]
(c) Initial conditions of the reduced order cardiovas-
cular model.

Par. Value

Generalized-α

γ, αf , αm 0.5

β 0.25

One-step-θ

θ 1.0

(d) Numerical time
integration parame-
ters.

Table 1: Overview of parameters in four-chamber cardiac model.
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suitable for the reference configuration, since both ven-

tricular and atrial myofibers are relaxed, the heart is

not accelerated, and blood pressures are minimal and

constant. This simplifies the task of obtaining the stress

state of the reference configuration, which in this case is

determined by the static blood pressures within the car-

diac cavities. We therefore have to prestress our geom-

etry with the initial ventricular pressure from table 1c.

In this work, we use the Modified Updated Lagrangian

Formulation as proposed in [56,57]. This method incre-

mentally calculates a deformation gradient with respect

to an unknown stress-free reference configuration. From

this deformation gradient, a stress field is calculated so

that the segmented geometry of the heart is in balance

with the prestressed pressure state. This yields a pre-

stress within the myocardium as well as in the pericar-

dial boundary condition in case pericardium. Note that

while this technique allows to model prestress, we do

not account for the residual stress inherent in myocar-

dial tissue [16].

2.6 Solving the 0D-3D coupled problem

We solve the coupled 0D-3D model with the structural

and windkessel residuals RS and R0D, respectively, at

time step n+ 1 with the Newton-Raphson method ∂RS

∂d
∂RS

∂p

∂R0D

∂d
∂R0D

∂p


i

n+1

·

∆d

∆p


i+1

n+1

= −

 RS

R0D


i

n+1

, (25)

in a monolithic fashion for increments in displacements

and windkessel variables ∆dn+1 and ∆pn+1, respec-

tively, at iteration i + 1 until convergence. We build

and solve this coupled system using our in-house code

BACI [58]. The numerical parameters for the time in-

tegration of our model are listed in table 1d.

3 Results

In order to investigate the influence of pericardial bound-

ary conditions, we compare simulations with and with-

out pericardial boundary condition on the epicardial

surface Γ epi
0 . The simulations will be denoted by apex

and pericardium in the following. See table 2a for an

overview of used parameters.

Case apex depicted in figure 8a yields the boundary-

vale problem

0 = δΠ +

∫
Γ apex

[kau + cau̇] · δu dA (26)

(a) Case apex with
omni-directional spring-
dashpots on Γ apex

(green).

(b) Case pericardium with nor-
mal spring-dashpots on Γ epi

(red).

Fig. 8: Surface definitions for boundary conditions with

omni-directional spring-dashpots on Γ vess (blue) and

homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (white).

adding the energy for omni-directional spring dashpots

to the energy (6), where Γ apex is the apical surface. The

apical surface is defined as the epicardial surface within

10 mm of the apex, see figure 8. It resembles homoge-

neous Neumann boundary conditions on Γ epi
0 \ Γ apex

0 ,

i.e. the absence of any pericardial boundary conditions

as frequently found in literature [28,25,31].

Case pericardium depicted in figure 8b yields the

boundary-vale problem

0 = δΠ +

∫
Γ epi

N [kpu ·N + cpu̇ ·N ] · δu dA (27)

adding the energy for the pericardial boundary condi-

tion to the energy (6), where Γ epi is the pericardial

surface. The choice of parameters kv and cv is detailed

in appendix 3.2.

The remainder of this section is structured as fol-

lows. We first give an overview of all methods used in

this work to quantify the difference of simulation and

MRI in section 3.1. Next, we calibrate model parame-

ters for both cases in section 3.2. In the following sec-

tions, we validate various outputs of both simulation

cases apex and pericardium with measurements from

cine MRI. We begin with scalar windkessel outputs and

compare the simulation volume curves to MRI in sec-

tion 3.4. A qualitative evaluation of displacement re-

sults is given in section 3.5 by comparing end-systolic

simulation results to cine MRI frames at multiple views.

We quantify the differences in pumping motion for sim-

ulation cases apex and pericardium by comparing the

displacements of the left and right atrioventricular plane
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to MRI in section 3.6. The interplay between ventricles

and atria with and without the presence of pericardial

boundary conditions is investigated in section 3.7. In

section 3.8 we calculate a spatial error for the left and

right endocardium to quantify the overall approxima-

tion quality. Finally, we evaluate the contact stress of

our pericardial boundary condition of case pericardium

in section 3.9.

3.1 Assessment of cardiac function

In this section, we briefly describe the various meth-

ods we use throughout this work to quantify cardiac

function of different simulations.

Cine MRI We use cine MRI with a temporal resolu-

tion of ∼30 ms in four- (figure 9a), three-, and two-

chamber views and short axis planes with a slice dis-

tance of 8 mm (figures 9c, 9d, 9b). All cine MRI data

used in this work is rigidly registered to the static 3D

image taken during diastasis and used for geometry cre-

ation to account for any movement of the subject during

image acquisition.

It is important to note that the reference configura-

tion of our simulation is obtained from static 3D imag-

ing with a fine isotropic resolution and acquired in free-

breathing, as explained in section 2.2. For the compari-

son of simulation results to cine MRI however, we have

to rely on sparsely distributed images acquired in expi-

ration breath-hold. The used image types rely on dif-

ferent MRI acquisition parameters and pulse sequences.

Therefore, it is impossible for our simulation to match

the cine MRI data perfectly, even in reference configu-

ration. This error however is usually smaller than the

approximation error of the cardiac model.

Left ventricular volume We obtain a reference for left

ventricular volume by manually segmenting the left en-

docardial surface obtained from the short axis cine MRI

stack at all time steps. We add the sum of areas in each

short axis slice multiplied by the slice thickness. We cut

the volume at the top and bottom according to the lim-

its of the left ventricle at each time step, as observed in

two chamber and four chamber views.

In order to be fair and not introduce a bias towards

our more realistic model, for each simulation, we cal-

ibrate the contractility σ0. It is a key parameter de-

scribing cardiac elastodynamics, resembling the asymp-

totical active fiber stress in (13). It controls maximum

deformation during systole. In order to make simula-

tions comparable, we adapt σ0 for each combination

(a) Four chamber view. (b) Short axis endocar-
dial contours used for
error calculation.

(c) Short axis slice 9. (d) Short axis slice 6.

Fig. 9: Post processing planes for simulations and cine

MRI.

of boundary condition and fiber orientation to match

the left ventricular volume at end-systole as segmented

from cine MRI of Vmin = 57 ml. The heart thus yields

a stroke volume of 75 ml and an ejection fraction (EF)

of 57%.

Atrioventricular plane displacement (AVPD) The move-

ment of the left or right plane of the valve separating

atrium and ventricle in long axis direction during the

cardiac cycle is described by AVPD. For left and right

ventricle those valves are termed mitral and tricuspi-

tal valve, respectively. As a scalar parameter, AVPD

at end-systole is an important clinical parameter to de-

scribe and predict cardiac vitality [59,60].

We evaluate AVPD in this work as it gives us a

quantitative measurement of the displacements in long

axis direction. We semi-automatically extract the dis-

placement of the left and right atrioventricular plane

from two, three, and four chamber cine MRI using the

freely available software Segment version 2.0 R5585 [61].
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In our simulations, we average the displacements on all

nodes on the valve plane (see the red planes in figure 5c)

and project them onto the long axis direction. A posi-

tive sign indicates a movement of the base towards the

apex.

Spatial error We validate displacement in long axis di-

rection using AVPD as measurement. To validate radial

displacement we compare the movements of cardiac sur-

faces in simulations to the ones from short axis cine

MRI. For comparison, we select the left and right en-

docardium, as it shows how pericardial boundary con-

ditions prescribed on the epicardium act on the interior

of the domain.

For each MRI time step (temporal resolution∼30 ms)

we select the closest simulation time step (temporal res-

olution 1 ms). Spatially, we extract the simulations’ dis-

placement results at the same positions where the cine

MRI slices were acquired. This is possible since we use

the MRI scanner’s global coordinate system for all im-

ages and the simulation. This method can be thought

of as taking a virtual cine MRI of the simulation. This

yields an Eulerian description of motion, as the observer

is fixed in space. The difference of simulated displace-

ments to cine MRI data was used previously, e.g. in

[25] to estimate local tissue contractility. Note that this

technique does not allow us to track rotations of the

left ventricle due to its rotational symmetry.

We manually segment the contours of left and right

endocardium from short axis cine MRI for slices 5 to

9 at all MRI time steps, see figure 9b. These slices are

selected because the myocardium is recognizable for all

MRI time steps and not disturbed by either apex or

AVP. The function A converts both MRI and simulated

endocardial contours dsMRI and ds, respectively, to bi-

nary images with a resolution of 1 × 1 mm2 for every

slice s. We use the Dice metric to compare both binary

images

ε = 1− 1

5

9∑
s=5

2 |A (dsMRI) ∩A (ds)|
|A (dsMRI)|+ |A (ds)|

∈ [0, 1] (28)

where | • | denotes the area of the binary image.

Ventricular-atrial interaction Utilizing a four chamber

geometry allows us to investigate the interaction be-

tween ventricles and atria. Specifically, we want to study

the influence of ventricular contraction on atrial filling.

We therefore analyze atrial volumes over time. Further-

more, we segmented left and right atrial volumes at

ventricular diastasis and end-systole from isotropic 3D

MRI.

Pericardial contact stress We evaluate the stresses trans-

mitted between the epicardial boundary conditions and

the myocardium for both cases apex and pericardium.

We use different averaged stresses for both cases to

quantify the constraining effect of each boundary con-

dition. In case apex the stresses are concentrated on

the small apical area and acting in any direction. We

thus integrate the stress vectors of the apical boundary

condition over the apical surface and normalize by the

apical area to obtain the mean apical stress

t̄apex(t) =

∫
Γ apex tapex da∫
Γ apex 1 da

, tapex = kau + cau̇. (29)

In case pericardium the boundary stresses are distributed

over the whole epicardial surface and acting only in nor-

mal direction. Therefore, we extract the (signed) nor-

mal component tepi and integrate it over the epicardial

surface to obtain the mean pericardial stress

t̄epi(t) =

∫
Γ epi tepi da∫
Γ epi 1 da

, tepi = kpu ·N + cpu̇ ·N ,

(30)

normalized by the epicardial area.

3.2 Selection of pericardial paramaters

Since in case apex the purpose of the apical bound-

ary condition is fixing the apex throughout cardiac con-

traction, we chose a high spring stiffness permitting

only little motion. For case pericardium, the parameters
kp and cv describing pericardial stiffness and viscosity,

respectively, need to be calibrated. The chosen value for

pericardial viscosity has on its own, i.e. without parallel

spring, only little influence on cardiac dynamics. How-

ever, in combination with the spring, it prevents un-

physiological oscillations of the heart. Pericardial stiff-

ness controls the amount of displacement perpendicular

to the epicardial surface and thus the radial motion of

the myocardium.

We investigate in the following the influence of the

parameter kp on the contraction of the heart. For this

study, we limit ourselves to the ±60◦ fiber distribution,

as it is commonly used in cardiac simulations, see e.g.

[25,62,37]. We tested the following parameter values:

kp ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0, 1.5, . . . , 5.0}
[

kPa

mm

]
(31)

For each choice of kp, we calibrated active stress to yield

the same end-systolic volume as measured from MRI.
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All parameters except kp are kept constant through-

out this study. Specifically, we did not adjust the tim-

ing of ventricular systole to match the volume curve

from MRI. However, since all simulations reach the end-

systolic state it will be used in this section for quanti-

tative comparisons.

The results of the calibration are shown in figure 10,

where maximum active stress is plotted against pericar-

dial stiffness. For comparison, the result for case apex

with ±60◦ fibers is included. Active stress required to

yield identical end-systolic volume rises strongly with

increasing pericardial stiffness. The temporal maximum

of pericardial contact stress averaged over the epicardium

also increases strongly with kp, as shown in figure 11.

For high kp, contact stress has the same order of mag-

nitude as active stress and exceeds maximum left ven-

tricular pressure. For small kp, it has the same order

of magnitude as atrial pressure, which experimentally

shown to be a good predictor for pericardial contact

stress [20].

Figure 12 shows the volume within the pericardial

cavity, calculated as the combined volume of all tissue

inside the pericardium and the volume within the four

cardiac cavities. Case pericardium yields a lower vol-

ume change than case apex and decreases further with

increasing kp.

The end-systolic state of the simulations is shown in

figure 13 compared to MRI. The images contain all sim-

ulated variants for kp, where the color changes continu-

ously from k = 0.1 kPa/mm (blue) to k = 5.0 kPa/mm

(red). All MRI views in figure 13 show clearly that peri-

cardial stiffness controls radial displacement of the epi-

cardium. High stiffness values result in less radial in-

ward motion during ventricular systole than visible in

cine MRI and vice versa. This is also well observable in

figure 13a for the atria in four-chamber view. The short

axis views in figures 13b and 13c additionally show that

the interventricular septum is stretched and rotated as

compared to MRI for high kp.

The spatial error at left and right ventricular endo-

cardium is shown in figures 14a and 14b, respectively.

The increasing mismatch between simulations and MRI

for increasing kp as visible in figures 13b and 13c is

quantified as increasing spatial error.

Left and right AVPD is displayed in figures 14c and

14d, respectively. In the left ventricle, i.e. at the mitral

valve, AVPD is not very sensitive to the choice of kp.

However, it is higher than in case apex but much lower

than in MRI. For the right ventricle, i.e. at the tricuspid

valve, AVPD is greatly enhanced by increasing kp to-

wards the value measured in MRI. An identical trend is
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Fig. 10: Maximum ventricular active stress σv cali-

brated to yield identical end-systolic volume. Shown for

case pericardium with varying pericardial stiffness com-

pared to case apex , both with ±60◦ fiber distributions.
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Fig. 11: Maximum of mean pericardial contact stress

t̄epi for case pericardium with varying pericardial stiff-

ness and ±60◦ fiber distributions.
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Fig. 12: Volume change for case pericardium with vary-

ing pericardial stiffness compared to case apex , both

with ±60◦ fiber distributions.
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(a) Four chamber view (b) Short axis view slice 9 (c) Short axis view slice 6

Fig. 13: Cine MRI at end-systole for case pericardium with ±60◦ fiber distribution from kp = 0.1 (blue) to kp = 5.0

(red). Views as defined in figure 9. MRI courtesy of R. Chabiniok, J. Harmer, E. Sammut, King’s College London,

UK.

observable for left and right atrial volume in figures 14e

and 14f, respectively.

To conclude the parametric study for pericardial

stiffness, we choose for all following simulations the

value kp = 0.2 kPa/mm. It offers a low spatial error at

the ventricles but has higher atrial volume and AVPD

than the simulation with k = 0.1 kPa/mm.

3.3 Model personalization

All simulations are carried out in the following using

three different fiber distributions, i.e. ±50◦, ±60◦, and

±70◦. The results for the calibration of σ0 are shown in

table 2b. Note that we show here the maximum value

σv of active stress instead of σ0. It can be observed

that σv is larger in case pericardium than in case apex .

Furthermore, σv increases from ±50◦ to ±70◦ fibers for

more vertical fiber distributions.

The onset of systole and diastole, tsys and tdias, as

well as the myofiber activation and deactivation rates,

αmax and αmax, are adapted to the left ventricular vol-

ume curve for ventricles and atria. Here, parameters for

the atria are fitted from the interval t ∈ [0, 0.2 s] and

t ∈ [0.2 s, 0.9 s] for the ventricles. The material param-

eter η controlling the viscosity of the tissue is fitted

during ventricular diastole, i.e. t ∈ [0.5 s, 0.9 s]. Since

active stress is zero during this interval, viscosity con-

trols the relaxation speed of the model. A summary

of all calibrated model-specific material parameters is

Γ apex
0 Γ epi

0

ka
[
kPa
mm

]
ca

[
kPa·s
mm

]
kp

[
kPa
mm

]
cp

[
kPa·s
mm

]
apex 1.0 · 103 1.0 · 10−2 0 0

pericardium 0 0 0.2 5.0 · 10−3

(a) Spring stiffness and dashpot viscosity on apical and epi-
cardial surface.

σv [kPa] tsys [ms]

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦ ±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦

apex 63.5 72.4 91.0 143 155 172

pericardium 79.4 90.7 129 161 170 193

(b) Maximal myocardial active stress σv and ventricular acti-
vation time tsys.

Table 2: Calibrated parameters for simulation cases

apex and pericardium and different fiber orientations.

given in table 2. For parameters identical in all models

see table 1.

3.4 Scalar windkessel results

Firstly, in figure 15 we compare the scalar outputs vol-

ume (left) and pressure (right) of the left ventricle of our

windkessel model. As explained in section 3.2, the con-

tractility σ0 was calibrated in all simulations to match

end-systolic volume as segmented from cine MRI. There-

fore, in figures 15a and 15c the volumes of MRI and all

simulations match at t = 0.51 s. Furthermore, although
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(a) Left ventricular endocardial error.
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(b) Right ventricular endocardial error.
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(c) Left atrioventricular plane displacement.
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(d) Right atrioventricular plane displacement.
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(e) Left atrial volume.
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(f) Right atrial volume.

pericardium ±60◦ apex ±60◦ MRI

Fig. 14: Kinematic scalar cardiac quantities at end-systole for case pericardium with varying pericardial stiffness

kp ∈ [0.1, 5.0] compared to case apex both with ±60◦ fiber distributions and MRI.

they result from simulations with very different bound-

ary conditions and fiber orientations the volume curves

are very similar. The maximum volume due to atrial

contraction and the prescribed atrial pressure in fig-

ure 7b is similar in both cases but lower than in MRI.

As for the volume curves, the pressure curves in fig-

ures 15b and 15d are remarkably similar despite the

different simulation settings. Because case pericardium

exhibits a faster decay in volume during systole than

in case apex , the pressure peak during systole is more

pronounced.

3.5 Displacements at end-systole

As demonstrated in section 3.4, the results of the scalar

output parameters left ventricular volume and pres-

sure are mostly invariant to changes in boundary condi-

tions or fiber orientation. Validating the elastodynam-

ical model of cardiac contraction thus requires a com-

parison of displacement results to spatially distributed

MRI observations, see figure 16. The reference config-

uration (diastasis) of the simulation is shown in fig-

ures 16a, 16b, 16c. We compare the MRI frames at end-

systole to our simulation results using the four chamber

view, see figures 16d and 16g, and two different short
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(a) Case apex : LV volume
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(b) Case apex : LV pressure
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(c) Case pericardium: LV volume
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(d) Case pericardium: LV pressure

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦ MRI

Fig. 15: Simulation results for volume (left) and pressure (right) of the left ventricle (LV) for boundary condition

cases apex (top) and pericardium (bottom). Volume results are compared to cine MRI.

axis views, see figures 16e, 16h, 16f, 16i. The location

of the view planes is visualized in figures 9a, 9c, 9d.

For case apex , there is a radial inward movement

of the myocardial wall. In figure 16d, this is especially
visible at right atrial free wall and at the left and right

epicardial free wall. There is a large mismatch between

simulation and MRI at the interatrial septum. Due to

the radial contraction motion, atrioventricular plane

displacement (AVPD) is lower than in MRI. The fixa-

tion of the apex in case apex causes a mismatch between

simulations and MRI at the apex, as the apex slightly

moves during cardiac contraction. The interventricular

septum’s matches well with MRI in figures 16e and 16f.

However, the mismatch of epicardial contours is clearly

visible and sensitive to fiber orientation.

Comparing figures 16d and 16g, the influence of

the pericardial boundary condition becomes clearly vis-

ible. It can be observed for case pericardium in fig-

ure 16g that the epicardial contour matches the MRI

much closer than case apex in figure 16d for any fiber

orientation. The movements of the left and right atri-

oventricular plane also match well with MRI, for both

orientation and displacement in normal direction. The

displacements at the apical region are also predicted

more accurately than in case apex . Comparing the shape

of the right ventricle in figures 16d and 16g, one can ob-

serve that the pumping motion of the right ventricle in

case apex is the result of radial movement, whereas in

case pericardium it is the result of a downward move-
ment of the atrioventricular plane. The same observa-

tion holds for a less visible degree for the left ventri-

cle. Through the constraining effect of the pericardium,

the atria are visibly more stretched than in case apex .

There is also an influence of the fiber orientation in

case pericardium, although it is more bound to the en-

docardial surfaces. The more vertical the fiber orien-

tation, i.e. from ±50◦ (red) to ±70◦ (blue), the larger

the displacements of the atrioventricular planes and the

smaller the displacement of the apex in anterior direc-

tion. There are some mismatches between simulation

and MRI at the interatrial and interventricular septum

but less pronounced than in case apex . The deviation at

the interventricular septum can be observed for short

axis slice 9 in figure 16h. For short axis slice 6 in fig-

ure 16i there is a good agreement with simulation and

MRI at all regions of the left and right myocardium.
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(a) Reference configuration (diasta-
sis) four chamber view

(b) Reference configuration (diasta-
sis) short axis view slice 9

(c) Reference configuration (diasta-
sis) short axis view slice 6

(d) Case apex four chamber view (e) Case apex short axis view slice 9 (f) Case apex short axis view slice 6

(g) Case pericardium four chamber
view

(h) Case pericardium short axis view
slice 9

(i) Case pericardium short axis view
slice 6

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦

Fig. 16: Reference configuration (diastasis) as well as simulation results and cine MRI at end-systole in four

chamber view and short axis views as defined in figure 9. MRI courtesy of R. Chabiniok, J. Harmer, E. Sammut,

King’s College London, UK
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3.6 Atrioventricular plane displacement

The AVPDs of simulations and MRI are compared in

figure 17. The left and right AVPD from MRI (black)

is zero at the beginning and at the end of the cardiac

cycle. During atrial systole, the left and right atrio-

vencular planes (AVP) move away from the apex and

reach both their minimal value at atrial end-systole at

t = 0.17s. Followed by ventricular systole, the AVPs

move towards the apex and both reach their maximal

value at ventricular end-systole at t = 0.51s.

During atrial systole for t ∈ [0, 0.25s], negative AVPD,

i.e. movement of the AVP towards the atria, is less

pronounced and delayed in both cases as compared to

MRI. However, extremal AVPD at atrial end-systole is

slightly higher in case pericardium than in case apex .

Comparing AVPD cases apex and pericardium in

figures 17a, 17c, 17b, 17d, one can observe that in both

cases maximum AVPD depends on fiber orientation:

Maximum AVPD increases from horizontal ±50◦ fibers

(red) to vertical ±70◦ fibers (blue). The dependence

on fiber orientation is more pronounced in case apex

than in case pericardium. In general, AVPD is slightly

higher in case pericardium than in case apex but still

underestimates measurements from MRI.

3.7 Ventricular-atrial interaction

Atrial systole is visible by the drop in atrial volume

in both cases. Passive atrial filling is non-existent in

case apex , as the volume in figures 18a and 18b stay

constant during ventricular systole. This is also visible
at the end-systolic four-chamber view in figure 16d. For

±70◦ fibers, the right atrium is even slightly emptied

during ventricular systole, as observed in figure 18b.

Atrial filling can be observed for case pericardium in

figures 18c and 18d. Both atria are visibly filled during

ventricular systole, although maximum atrial volume

remains smaller than in MRI.

3.8 Spatial error

For case apex in figures 19a and 19b the error is low-

est in both ventricular endocardia during contraction

at end-systole at t = 0.51. The error rises during ven-

tricular contraction and relaxation. Errors at the end

of the simulation higher than the ones at t = 0 suggest

that the state at the end of the simulation differs from

the reference configuration. The overall error is much

lower in case pericardium than in case apex .

3.9 Boundary stresses

Both scalar boundary stresses t̄apex = ‖t̄apex‖2 and t̄epi

are visualized in figure 20 over time for all fiber orienta-

tions. It can be observed that apical stress in case apex

is orders of magnitude higher than pericardial stress in

case pericardium and more dependent on fiber orienta-

tion. Positive values of t̄epi indicate predominant tensile

stresses between epicardium and pericardium. It can be

seen that mean pericardial stress in figure 20b is a com-

pressive stress for most of the cardiac cycle, except at

the end of systole and onset of diastole.

Boundary stresses are visualized in figure 21. For

case apex , the mean stress vectors t̄apex for all three

fiber distributions are shown in figure 21a at t = 0.45

and scaled according to their magnitude. Fiber orienta-

tion has not only a strong influence on the magnitude

but also the direction of mean apical stress.

The local distribution of pericardial contact stress

with ±60◦ fibers at end-systole is shown in figure 21b

in reference configuration. At end-systole, compressive

as well as tensile stresses occur. Stresses are centered

around a tensile stress of 20 mmHg. Areas of high com-

pressive stresses are at the left atrium, the anterior and

posterior right ventricle, the posterior left ventricle, and

the anterior left ventricular apex. Areas of high tensile

stresses are the right ventricle close to the anterior part

of the right ventricular outflow tract and the left and

right ventricular free wall. Overall, pericardial contact

stress is evenly distributed around the epicardial sur-

face.

4 Discussion

Our objective was to analyze the effects of the pericar-

dial boundary condition proposed in section 2.1 based

on the physiology of the pericardium, comparing simu-

lation cases pericardium and apex . We first performed

a parametric study to explore the influence of pericar-

dial stiffness. Each simulation case was then person-

alized and evaluated for the fiber orientations ±50◦,

±60◦, and ±70◦. We then compared scalar left ventric-

ular pressure and volume. The displacements at end-

systole were qualitatively compared to multi-view cine

MRI. Additionally, we quantified the differences of both

simulation cases to MRI by atrioventricular plane dis-

placement (AVPD), passive atrial filling, and spatial

approximation error at the left and right ventricular

endocardium.
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(a) Case apex : left AVPD
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(b) Case apex : right AVPD
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(c) Case pericardium: left AVPD
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(d) Case pericardium: right AVPD

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦ MRI

Fig. 17: Simulated atrioventricular plane displacement for left and right ventricle compared to cine MRI.

4.1 Pericardial stiffness

The parametric study for pericardial stiffness in case

pericardium in section 3.2 revealed that the ventricles

are well approximated by the lowest tested stiffness val-

ues, e.g. kp = 0.1 kPa/mm. Here, the error at left and

right ventricular endocardium was minimized and much

lower than in case apex .

In contrast, right AVPD and right atrial passive

filling matched well with measurements from MRI for

high stiffness values, e.g. kp = 3.0 kPa/mm. Choosing

this value globally for pericardial stiffness lead however

to some undesirable consequences, namely unphysio-

logically high myocardial contractility and pericardial

stress as well as bad approximation of the interventric-

ular septum.

In future studies, it might thus be reasonable to se-

lect spatially varying pericardial parameters. This hy-

pothesis is supported by the fact that the pericardial

tissue is in contact with various organs of different ma-

terial properties as outlined in section 1.2.2. A starting

point could be the estimation of regional pericardial

parameters based on the surface definitions in figure 2

with the objective to match MRI measurements in sec-

tion 3.2.

In case of a biventricular geometry, no atria are

present. Thus AVPD is not controlled by the interaction

of atria and pericardium. Furthermore, atrial filling is

not taken into account. We thus expect that a global

value of kp = 0.1 kPa/mm for pericardial stiffness yields

good results for a biventricular geometry with ±60◦

fibers. This value was also used in [37], although it was

not really analyzed there, e.g. with respect to MRI.

4.2 Pumping mechanism

We calibrated cardiac contractility in all simulations in

section 3.2 to yield the same end-systolic volume. It was

shown that in case pericardium, higher contractilities

are required than in case apex . Therefore, for a given

contractility, a heart constrained with the pericardial

boundary condition yields less output. This result is

in agreement with the experimental observation that

cardiac output is greatly increased after the removal of

the pericardium [15]. The result further agrees with the

numerical experiments performed in [34]. For identical

active stress, left ventricular ejection fraction decreased

from 71 % to 63 % when including the pericardium.

The main pumping mechanism of the heart is short-

ening in long axis direction, which is quantified by AVPD
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(a) Case apex : Left atrium
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(b) Case apex : Right atrium
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(c) Case pericardium: Left atrium
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(d) Case pericardium: Right atrium

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦ MRI

Fig. 18: Simulated volume curves for left and right atrium compared to 3D MRI at ventricular diastasis and

end-diastole.

[63,64]. In [65], the pumping function of the heart was

compared to a piston unit with the AVP as a piston.

This mechanism could be observed in section 3.6 for

case pericardium, where left and right AVPD is higher

than in case apex but still lower than in MRI.

The upper part of the left atrium is fixated by pul-

monary veins. Ventricular contraction forces the mitral

ring towards the apex and promotes the filling of the left

atrium from the pulmonary veins [66]. In section 3.7 we

compared atrial filling during ventricular systole with

and without pericardium. It was observed that the sim-

ulations of case pericardium which promoted higher

AVPD in section 3.6 contribute more to atrial filling

during ventricular systole. Case pericardium predicts

maximal atrial volume at ventricular end-systole as seg-

mented from isotropic 3D MRI better than case apex .

The simulated values are however still lower than in

MRI for the chosen pericardial parameters.

Keeping in mind that all simulations yield the same

end-systolic volume, it was shown that the pumping

mechanism of the heart is very different for cases apex

and pericardium although their pressure and volume

curves were similar in section 3.4. Comparison of four-

chamber and short axis slices of the left and right ventri-

cle from simulation results to cine MRI in section 3.5 re-

vealed an unphysiological radial pumping motion with-

out pericardial boundary conditions in case apex . In [67]

it was found that the outer diameter of the left ventricle

shortens only about 2 mm during systole. Furthermore,

the total volume enclosed by the pericardium changes

only by about 5-8 % during the cardiac cycle [68,64].

We found that for the ±60◦ fiber orientation the total

change in pericardial volume is 24 % and 21 % for cases

pericardium and apex , respectively. This mismatch is

mainly due to the unphysiological change in atrial vol-

ume during ventricular contraction.

As demonstrated in the parametric study in sec-

tion 3.2, AVPD and atrial filling could be increased to

the values measured in MRI by increasing the global

pericardial stiffness. However, this was shown to lead

to a worse approximation of the interventricular sep-

tum. This motivates the use of a regionally distributed

pericardial stiffness. Another reason for underestimat-

ing AVPD and atrial filling might be an atrial material

model, which is in our case identical to the ventricular

one, that is too stiff.
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(a) Case apex : left endocardium spatial error
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(b) Case apex : right endocardium spatial error
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(c) Case pericardium: left endocardium spatial error
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(d) Case pericardium: right endocardium spatial error

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦

Fig. 19: Relative spatial error of simulation results and cine MRI at left and right endocardium.
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(a) Mean apical contact stress t̄apex for case apex .
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(b) Mean pericardial contact stress t̄epi for case peri-
cardium.

±50◦ ±60◦ ±70◦

Fig. 20: Boundary condition stress.

4.3 Fiber orientation

We compared in this work three fiber orientations within

the myocardium, namely ±50◦, ±60◦, and ±70◦. We

studied the influence of fiber direction for both bound-

ary conditions cases apex and pericardium. It was shown

that fiber orientation has a strong influence on the dis-

placements. In section 3.6 ±70◦ fiber orientations ex-

hibited larger AVPD for both boundary condition cases.

This can be attributed to the fact that the fiber orien-

tation is more vertical, i.e. more aligned with the long

axis, than ±60◦ and ±50◦ fiber orientations. Since my-

ofiber contraction is prescribed in fiber direction, more

vertical fiber orientations inherently apply a greater

force pushing apex and AVP together, thus yielding

higher AVPD. Since the AVP is also attached to the

atria, AVPD is also linked to atrial filling. In section 3.7

it was shown that the more vertical ±70◦ fiber orienta-
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(a) Case apex mean apical stress vectors t̄apex

(scaled by magnitude) for ±50◦ (red), ±60◦

(green), and ±70◦ (blue) fiber orientations at
t = 0.45.

(b) Case pericardium pericardial contact stress tepi on epicardial sur-
face with ±60◦ fibers at end-systole t = 0.51.

Fig. 21: Visualization of boundary stresses.

tion also yielded the highest atrial filling during ventric-

ular systole. Comparing results to short axis cine MRI

slices, it was shown that a more horizontal ±50◦ fiber

orientation leads to a more radial contraction of the

heart. The maximum pericardial stress at end-systole

was highest for ±50◦ fibers. This can be explained by

the observation in figure 16h where ±50◦ fibers (red)

exhibited the most radial inward movement during sys-

tole. Since the myocardial-pericardial interface can only

transmit forces in normal direction, a more radial con-

traction exerts a higher pericardial tensile stress. The

overall spatial approximation error was also shown to

be dependent on fiber direction. However, the depen-

dence was more pronounced in case apex than in case

pericardium.

4.4 Pericardial contact stress

In [19] end-diastolic pericardial contact pressure was

measured with a flat balloon catheter at the left ventric-

ular anterolateral epicardial surface with around 15 mmHg.

In vivo experiments on humans in [20] showed pericar-

dial pressures on the left lateral surface of the heart be-

tween 0 and 15 mmHg. The prestressing procedure in

our model not only includes the myocardium but also

the pericardial boundary condition in case pericardium.

Here, we measure a contact pressure of 20 mmHg at di-

astasis on the left ventricular epicardial surface, agree-

ing well with experimental observations.

The stresses exerted by the boundary conditions on

the epicardial surface of the heart were found to be over

one order of magnitude higher in case apex than in case

pericardium. The exact stress values in case apex de-

pend on the choice of apical spring stiffness, which was

not calibrated in this study. It is nevertheless evident,

that unphysiologically high stresses are concentrated in

a very small area of the heart. In case pericardium, all

boundary stresses are evenly distributed on the epicar-

dial surface.

The similar maximum values of mean pericardial

contact stress for all fiber directions in case pericardium

suggest that pericardial constraint is displacement-controlled.

Pericardial constraint is determined by the deviation of

the heart throughout the cardiac cycle from its end-

diastolic state. However, as outlined in section 1.2.2, to

the best of the authors’ knowledge there are no mea-

surements of pericadial contact pressure during the car-

diac cycle to validate the stresses experienced in our

computational study. Pericardial contact stress is thus

an output of our computational model which is not yet

available in clinical practice. Given that our model was

solely calibrated to kinematic data, the pericardial con-

tact stresses predicted by our model should be consid-

ered as qualitative results.

4.5 Numerical performance

We ran all simulations on two nodes of our Linux clus-

ter. One node features 64 GB of RAM and two In-

tel Xeon E5-2680 ”Haswell” processors, each equipped

with 12 cores operating at a frequency of 2.5 GHz. The
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computation time of cases apex and pericardium was

almost identical, which was about 18 hours for each of

the simulations performed in this work, including pre-

stressing. The pericardial boundary condition requires

little effort to evaluate, since the pericardial boundary

condition only requires the displacement field, which is

computed anyway, and reference surface normals, which

are computed once at the initialization of the simula-

tion. Some differences in numerical performance arise

since the calculated displacement fields of both cases

are different. Taking the ±60◦ fiber distribution, case

apex had an average of 7.8 Newton iterations per time

step and 28 linear solver iterations per Newton itera-

tion. For case pericardium, these values were 8.3 and

25, respectively.

4.6 Limitations and future perspectives

As mentioned earlier, in this work, we did not account

for the propagation of the electrical signal sent from the

sinus node. Rather, all myocardial tissue in our simula-

tions was activated simultaneously. We recently demon-

strated the ability to couple our mechanical model to

an electrophysiological model [51], which we can include

in further studies. However, since the data came from a

healthy volunteer, we do no expect relevant variations.

Ex-vivo experiments on myocardial tissue in [69,70,

71] showed anisotropic tissue characteristics, depending

on myocardial fiber and sheet orientation. In our model,

we used the anisotropic material model proposed in [35]

for myocardial tissue. Due to the lack of sufficient ex-

perimental data, we used identical material properties
for left and right myocardium, as well as the atria. How-

ever, no studies have been carried out how material pa-

rameters obtained from experiments on ex vivo tissue

correlate to in vivo material behavior. Furthermore, it

should be noted that vastly different material param-

eters have been estimated in [35] and [72] when being

fitted to measurements from either biaxial extension

tests or shear tests.

Our structural model was coupled to a lumped-para-

meter windkessel model of hemodynamics of the sys-

temic and pulmonary circulation with prescribed atrial

pressures. The interaction between atria and ventri-

cles should be investigated in further studies using a

volume-preserving closed-loop model, including both pul-

monary and systemic circulation. Furthermore, none of

our cardiac simulations are perfectly periodic, i.e. the

values at the end of the cardiac cycle are not equal

to the initial conditions. In future studies, achieving a

periodic state should be incorporated into parameter

estimation.

In this work we interpolated the local helix fiber di-

rections at the integration points from three different

prescribed constant-per-surface fiber orientations. Re-

sults showed that fiber orientation has a large influence

on AVPD. However, we have no knowledge of patient-

specific fiber orientation and assumed equal distribu-

tions in left and right ventricle. Patient-specific cardiac

fiber orientations can be estimated from diffusion ten-

sor MRI [73] (DTMRI). However, while applicable to

in vivo DTMRI (as shown in [73]), to the best of our

knowledge, fiber estimation has not been tested and val-

idated with in vivo DTMRI yet. Further quantitative

studies of cardiac dynamics require a fine resolution of

patient-specific fibers.

We further assumed constant stiffness and viscos-

ity parameters of our pericardial boundary condition

over the epicardial surface. Given reliable material pa-

rameters for the myocardium, constant pericardial stiff-

ness and viscosity could be estimated from measured

AVPD. The choice of constant parameters might how-

ever be oversimplified, as the pericardium is in contact

with various tissues of different mechanical behaviors,

as illustrated in figure 2. For example, the movement

of the apex in anterior direction in case pericardium

as observed in figure 16g suggests a higher pericardial

stiffness to model the influence of the sternum and the

diaphragm. This will however introduce more parame-

ters to the model, which will need to be calibrated to

measurements from e.g. cine or 3D tagged MRI. For

this study we kept the number of parameters small in

order to make evident the general effect of the peri-

cardial boundary condition even by using a simplified

modeling approach.

From a machine learning perspective, we split our

limited available data from cine MRI into a training

set and a test set. The training set data is used during

model personalization. The rest of the data can then

be used in the test set to check how well the model

actually predicts data that was not used during per-

sonalization. In our case, we used as training set left

ventricular volume and ventricular epicardial contours

to tune timing, (de-) activation rates, and contractil-

ity for atria and ventricles and global material viscos-

ity and pericardial stiffness. We then used as test set

AVPD, atrial volume, and ventricular endocardial con-

tours, each left and right, to quantify the simulations’

approximation error. Many more parameters of our car-

diac model could be personalized for this patient-specific

study. However, using the metrics in our test set for

model calibration would disqualify using them to test

model accuracy and limit our abilities to test the model.

We validated our simulation results solely with cine

MRI data. Cine MRI can be interpreted as an Eule-
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rian description of cardiac movement, as the imaging

planes stay fixed in space throughout the cardiac cycle.

This observation however cannot detect any rotational

movement with respect to the long axis, as the left ven-

tricle is almost rotationally symmetric. To properly val-

idate any rotational movement of the myocardium, a

comparison to data from 3D tagged MRI is necessary,

which can be interpreted as a Lagrangian observation

of cardiac motion. Furthermore, pressure measurements

from within ventricles and atria are required. Pressure

values at end-diastole yield initial values for the stress

state of the myocardium, which cannot be assessed from

imaging alone. Pressure curves over the cardiac cycle

would yield a ground truth to validate the outputs of

our windkessel model. Figure 18 demonstrates that the

model, while using the pericardial constraint, does pre-

dict accurately the atrial volume at ventricular end-

systole. However, we have no data available at atrial

end-systole. In future studies, if detailed cine data of

atria are available (e.g. cine stack in trasverse orien-

tation with respect to the body, and using thin slices

of 5mm), we will consider a more detailed analysis of

atrial contraction.

4.7 Concluding remarks

In this work we gave an overview of the anatomy and

mechanical function of the pericardium and motivated

to model its influence on the myocardium as a paral-

lel spring and dashpot acting on the epicardial surface.

Following a review of pericardial boundary conditions

currently used in mechanical simulations of the heart,

we proposed to compare two simulation cases, one with

and one without pericardial boundary conditions. Fol-

lowing calibration to stroke volume as measured from

short axis cine MRI, we compared several physiologi-

cal key outputs of our model and validated them using

multi-view cine MRI. Although exhibiting similar vol-

ume and pressure curves, the displacement results of

both simulation cases were radically different. The sim-

ulations with pericardial boundary conditions matched

MRI measurements much closer than without, espe-

cially with respect to atrioventricular plane displace-

ment and atrial filling during ventricular systole, quan-

tities which were not included in the calibration of the

model. By establishing an overall spatial approximation

error at the left and right endocardium, we showed that

the introduction of only two global parameters for the

pericardial boundary condition already yields a big gain

in model accuracy. Our ultimate goal is to obtain more

comprehensive data sets, adding 3D tagged MRI and

pressure measurements, to further validate our model

of pericardial-myocardial interaction. Measurements of

pericardial contact stress at different locations on the

epicardium throughout the cardiac cycle would help to

test the qualitative predictions of pericardial contact

stresses by our model and will probably lead to further

model improvements.
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A Comparison of spring formulations

We show in section 2.1 how the pericardial boundary condi-
tion in case pericardium can be derived from adhesive sliding
contact by introducing several simplifications. To justify the
simplifications made by our pericardial boundary condition,
we use a very simple geometry of a hollow half-ellipsoid with
±60◦ fibers, which roughly represents the shape of the left
ventricle, see figure 22a. It is able to show the consequences
of each approach while being simple enough to isolate the
effects of the boundary condition. The parameters of the el-
lipsoid model are given in table 3. We use the same active
stress model introduced in (8) to mimic cardiac contraction.
All three simulations use the same contractility parameter.

As in section 3, case pericardium utilizes the pericardial
boundary condition proposed in (5) using the gap (4). Addi-
tionally, we introduce case pseudo-contact, which uses the def-
inition of the gap in (3) based on projection and the current
normal vector to the epicardium. Case free has homogeneous
zero-Neumann boundary conditions on the whole epicardial
surface.

The results of the contraction simulation are shown in
figures 22b and 22c at end-systole. Displayed is the refer-
ence configuration and all three boundary condition cases for
a cross-section of the ellipsoid. Figure 22b shows in a frontal
view the shortening of the ellipsoid with visible epi- and endo-
cardial contours. While cases pericardium and pseudo-contact
are very similar with little differences only in radial direction,
case free exhibits much less longitudinal shortening. There is
almost no longitudinal shortening but a translational move-
ment of the whole geometry instead.

Figure 22b shows the epicardial contour of the ellipsoid
in a top-down view to observe the twisting motion of the el-
lipsoid. All three boundary condition cases are very similar.
This confirms that the normal springs in cases pericardium
and pseudo-contact in fact allow tangential sliding and do
not prohibit any rotational movement, as they are very sim-
ilar to case free. Furthermore, the similarity of cases peri-
cardium and pseudo-contact shows that the simplified spring
formulation (4) in case pericardium is sufficient to represent
the effects of the pericardium compared to the more detailed
formulation (3) in case pseudo-contact.
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Fig. 22: Ellipsoid model in reference configuration (black) with cases free (green), pericardium (blue), and pseudo-

contact (orange).
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